
  

  
Abstract—Strong cryptographic schemes are used for 

securing the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Even if a 
strong cipher is used for encryption/ decryption of messages in 
any form of WSN communication, if the key is compromised 
and it no longer remains secret, the security of the underlying 
network is compromised. Therefore key management schemes 
play a very vital role in the maintenance of security of any 
system. This paper deals with a secure key management scheme 
for the WSN which does not rely on a single key. Rather this 
scheme uses a combination of all key types like ‘in-network 
generated keys’, ‘broadcasted keys’ and ‘pre-deployed keys’ to 
come up with a robust keying mechanism for the WSN. 
 

Index Terms— Cipher, key management, security, WSN.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a special kind of 

networks which consist of a hundreds and thousands of tiny 
nodes, deployed in an area of interest to accomplish a 
particular mission. There are basically four types of 
communication traffic in a WSN environment. These are one 
to one, many to one, many to many and one to many. In order 
to secure the whole WSN, all communication types needs to 
be secured. Using secure keying techniques the messages are 
securely routed by the nodes and the Cluster Heads (CH) to 
the Base Station (BS).  

Each keying techniques have their own strengths and 
weaknesses as listed in Table I. Thus a good keying 
mechanism should consist of a combination of variety of 
keying techniques like ‘in-network generated keys’, 
‘pre-deployed keys’ and ‘broadcast keys’ [1]. The design of 
the secure keying module presented in this paper  is 
motivated by the fact that different types of messages 
exchanged between sensor nodes have different security 
requirements, and that a single keying mechanism is not 
suitable for meeting these different security requirements.  

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: 
section 2 deals with the background on the various key 
management schemes followed by section 3 which deals with 
the details on the secure keying technique presented in this 
paper. This section covers key usage, key maintenance and 
key refreshment. Section 4 deals with the results and 
discussion followed by conclusion in section 5. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
John Paul Walters et al. have discussed various key 

establishments and associated protocol in [2]. Perrig et al. [3] 
introduce ‘SPINS’ which comprises of Sensor Network 
Encryption Protocol (SNEP) and TESLA. The function of 
SNEP is to provide confidentiality, authentication, integrity 
and freshness and TESLA is to provide authentication to data 
broadcasts. SPINS presents an architecture where the BS 
accesses nodes using source routing. Four different keying 
mechanisms are provided by LEAP [4]. The scheme for 
pre-key distribution based on the prior deployment 
knowledge of the sensor nodes is discussed in [5]. New 
schemes for key management for confidential 
communication between node and its cluster head in 
hierarchical sensor networks is discussed in [1].These 
schemes exhibit better performance with some additional 
storage. Zia et al. [6] have discussed secure triple-key 
management scheme. In [7] the authors have presented a 
security framework discussing the cluster formation and 
leader election process, secure key management scheme, 
secure routing and their algorithms. Mann et al. describes a 
novel re-keying function protocol for the WSN network 
security in [8] covering keying aspects like key establishment, 
deployment and key refreshment.  Yue et al. [9] and Boyle et 
al. [10] have given an overview on key establishment and 
agreement protocols in their papers. Key agreement protocol 
in [11] by Bresson et al. is an authenticated group key 
agreement protocol. 

 
TABLE I: COMPARISON OF KEYS 

 
Key Type

 
Strengths /Weaknesses  

In-Networ
k 

generated 
keys 

Strengths: 
1.Can achieve a high- level security for node-node 
communication 
2.Less communication required 
3. If node compromised, only the group key would be 
available to the attacker but not the entire network’s 
Weaknesses: Increases both computation and 
communication overhead. 

Pre-deploy
ed keys 

Strengths: 
1.Easy to imprint  
2.Doesnot incur communication cost 
Weaknesses: 
1. Vulnerable to node capture attack as the key may be 
exposed. 
2. Leads to a non-scalable network 

Broadcaste
d keys 

Strength: 
1. Such keys are difficult to break as it is generated by a 
powerful BS. 
Main Weakness: 
Increases communication overhead 
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III. PROPOSED KEY MANAGEMENT SCHEME  
A single keying technique is not appropriate to secure all 

the communication types of the WSN. The key management 
module of this paper does not rely on a single key type but 
makes use of a combination of keying techniques like 
‘in-network generated keys’, ‘pre-deployed keys’ and 
‘broadcast keys’. The various keys used in the proposed 
scheme are presented in section A. 

A. Key Types for Keying Scheme  
Once the ‘neighbor discovery‘phase is over, the BS 

initiates the key distribution process. In general pair-wise key 
distribution scheme is set up between the neighbors. 

The following keys are used in the proposed protocol: 
1) Buddy key (Kb) is calculated by all the nodes after 

neighbor finding phase is over.  
2) My-Own-Key (Ko): All the nodes are preloaded with its 

id and is used for Ko calculation. 
3) Network key (Kn): When a node wants to join the 

network it sends a request to the BS for acquiring 
network key kn. Only the node which is authentic 
acquires Kn.  

4) Cluster Key (Kc) is calculated by the CHs. 
5) Broadcast Key (Kbro) is issued by the BS after 

authentication as CHs. 
The keys used in this proposed keying scheme are listed in 

the Table II. 
 

TABLE II: KEYS USED 

Key type Key Calculation 
Ko f(node-id,sector-id,remaining energy level) 

Kb Idsender + f (Idreceiver ,track-id). 

Kn Calculated by the BS 

Kbro Calculated by the BS 

Kc f(node id, sector-id, track-id). 

B. Phases of the Keying Scheme 
In order to develop a secure keying scheme, key 

management scheme presented in this paper is divided into 
various phases as shown in Fig. 1. 
 

Phase1:    Key Pre-distribution 

Phase2:    Topology formation & Neighbor finding 

Phase 3:  Calculation of the first basic key ko. 

Phase 4:  Authentication of the nodes to acquire network 
wide key kn. 

Phase 5:   In-Network key calculation and/or Broadcasted 
key acquisition. 

Phase 6:   Periodic key-refreshment and maintenance 
Fig. 1.  Phases of the keying scheme. 

Phase 1: Key pre-distribution: All the nodes have node-id 
imprinted on them before deployment. Node-id is used for 
Ko calculation.  

Phase 2: Topology formation and Neighbor finding phase 
is described in detail in [12]. To summarize, a hierarchical 
clustered topology is adapted. The whole network is divided 

in tracks and sectors, details of which are available in [13], in 
order to restrict the communication within a sector or a group 
only. After this phase, the selection of Cluster Heads (CHs) 
per sector is done. Two CHs viz. the Data Cluster Head 
(DCH) and Routing Cluster Heads (RCH) per sector is 
selected by the BS, the details pertaining to DCH/RCH is 
available in [12]. 

Phase 3: Calculation of Ko as listed in table 2. 
Phase 4: Node authentication by the BS as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Node authentication. 

    Phase 5: It consists of acquition of in-network keys and 
broadcast keys. In-network key calculation consists of (a) 
Establishment of pair wise key (Kb) between neighbors and 
(b) Establishment of Kc between the DCH and RCH pair as 
shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Establishment of Kc. 

Snapshots of the various communications are provided 
through Fig. 4 & 5. 

Broadcasted key acquition: This basically consists of (a) 
Communication between the BS and all the nodes of the 
network regarding the role of CH and (b) Request to acquire 
Kbro by the CHs.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Network key request to BS. 
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Fig. 5. Request for kbro to BS. 

Phase 6: Key refreshment/ maintenance: As the role of CH 
is rotational, Kbro which is calculated by RCH, is refreshed 
each time the CH changes. Also Kn is refreshed by the BS at 
regular interval of time. The key refreshment ensures that the 
nodes belonging to the network is well authenticated from 
time to time. Also each node in the network maintains the 
table of all the keys mentioned in Table II. 

C. Key Usage 
All the nodes calculate their own key Ko. Also all the 

authentic nodes possesses Kn to take part in the 
communication as Kn is used for encrypting/ decrypting all 
the messages broadcasted by the BS from time to time. Let 
the initial message to be sent to the DCH by the ordinary node 
be IM. This first message format would refer to “(1)”. 
 

Message( M) = { Kb, TS,MAC, IM}                                    (1)   
 

Here TS is the timestamp used to avoid replaying of the 
messages, MAC is used for authenticating the message. This 
first message is encrypted using Kb because RCH/DCH is 
nothing but a buddy to the node in the same sector. 

DCH and RCH communicate with each other using cluster 
key Kc. DCH and RCH compute their cluster-key which is 
simply a function of their own id, sector-id and track-id. Here 
sector id may be dropped but for generalization sector id is 
also considered though all the DCH and RCH should belong 
to the same sector. But to address the situations where RCH 
may not be directly communicating with the BS in 
hierarchical clustering topology of the network, a DCH may 
have to communicate with DCH or RCH of the cluster of the 
next higher level. So sector id is retained. DCH, RCH 
communication is encrypted using cluster key. Since DCH is 
responsible for data aggregation DCH would send the 
aggregated message to RCH encrypting it using the Kc and 
the message format would refer to “(2)”. 

DCH Message (DM)                                                                   (2)

= { Kc,{ Kb, TS,MAC, aggregated (M)}}   

The number of nodes in a particular sector varies .If the 
number of nodes is less than that of the minimum threshold 
set for the network, RCH acts as both DCH and RCH to save 
energy.  

Now for CH to BS communication, apart from Kc, another 
key called Kbro is needed. To get hold of Kbro, DCH/RCH 
sends the request message to BS encrypting it using its 
own-key K0. BS knows which node has dual function as 
RCH, DCH and which all have separate DCH, RCH. 
Accordingly it sends a Kbro to the requesting CH encrypting 
them with my-own-key of the requesting nodes. So once 

DCH, RCH acquire the Kbro, communication to RCH to BS 
takes place encrypting the message by Kbro and the message 
format looks like this:   
 

RCH Message( RM) = { Kbro,{ Kc,{ Kb, TS,MAC, (DM)}}} 

 
Fig. 6 shows the key exchanges in the proposed keying 

scheme. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Key setup. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
The performance of the proposed keying scheme is done in 

terms of packet size, computational overhead and storage 
overhead. The format of the proposed packet is shown in Fig. 
7. 

Keys+ ids MAC TS L Data 
9 4 1 1 29 

Fig. 7. Proposed packet format 

All the in-network generated keys are the function of 
node-id, sector-id, track-id, therefore, at most (5+1+1+1+1) 
bytes i.e. 9 bytes are required for key and id storage. MAC is 
used for message authentication and integrity. All the values 
are in bytes. The data packet is not more than 44 bytes long 
which can be transmitted easily in sensor nodes available in 
the market today.   

A. Computation Overhead 
The comparison of packet size overhead for TinySec, 

TripleKey and the proposed scheme is shown in Table III. 
The values pertaining to TinySec is obtained from [14] 
whereas TripleKey values are obtained from [6]-[7]. 
 

TABLE III: PACKET SIZE COMPARISON 
 a b c d e  f 

TinySec-Auth 29 8 37 26.6 1.7 3 
TinySec-AE 29 12 41 28.8 7.3 10 
TripleKeys 29 11 40 28.3 5.9 2.8 

Proposed method 29 15 44 30.7 11.5 12.2
 

 
Fig. 8.  Packet size comparison 
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The comparison of packet size overhead can also be shown 
graphically as in the following Fig. 8. 

Here (a) = Application data, (b) = Packet Overhead, (c) = 
Total Size, (d) = Time to transmit (ms), (e) = Latency 
overhead (%), (f) = Energy overhead (%). 

There is an increase in the packet size in the proposed 
scheme as shown in Table III. Thus there would be at most 
9% increase over current TinyOS stack. However, it is to be 
noted that TinySec is not a complete security framework. 
Firstly TinySec concentrates only on Link Layer Security. 
Secondly there is no particular keying mechanism specified 
for use with TinySec. The proposed keying scheme is but a 
part of a complete security solution, which not only addresses 
the key management scheme but also concentrates in 
topology formation as presented in [15].  

Although Triplekeys [6]-[7] claim to provide energy 
efficient secure system, the packet format of triple-keys 
available in [7] does not consider AM field. AM field should 
not be replaced by any other field as it leads to complexities 
in designing higher layer protocols as per Hamed et al. in 
[16]. 

B.  Storage Overhead 
A simple node stores at least three keys for encryption 

process throughout and the minimal keys being Ko, Kn and 
Kb .DCH/ RCH needs to store all the three above mentioned 
keys as well as Kc and Kbro. The Storage Overhead (SO) for 
an ordinary node is expressed as refers to “(3)”.  
 

SO= [Size of((Kb *N) +Kn + Ko)]                                      (3)

where N is the nodes belonging to the same sector and for 
DCH/RCH it is expressed as refer to “(4)”. 

SO=[Sizeof((Kb*N)+Kn+Ko+ Kc+ Kbro)]                        (4)   

Even if the default key size is considered to be 10 bytes 
with a maximum number of neighbors to be 50, the storage 
overhead for an ordinary node would be 60 bytes and for a 
CH it would be at most 90 bytes which is less than 1 KB. This 
overhead is acceptable for the motes available today. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a secure keying technique is proposed for the 

hierarchical clustered WSN topology. The keying scheme 
presented in this paper ensures that the entire network is 
never compromised even if there has been an attack in the 
network. This is possible because of clustering in terms of 
tracking and sectoring. The keying technique has an 
acceptable storage and computation overhead. This keying 
scheme is a hybrid scheme consisting of a combination of 
various possible keys that can be used in various WSN 
communication types. 
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